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Chapter 2971: Suppress 1 cut! 

   "The Eight Gods of the Dragon!" 

 

   Outside the battle circle, Ye Chen's mind was violently shaken. 

 

   There is no doubt that Emperor Sogo must have cultivated the Eight Gods of Heaven and Dragon, 

and reached the realm of Dzogchen. The Hong Mongol Qi was condensed in his body, which played a 

role at the moment of life and death and saved his life. 

 

The Thirty-Three Heavenly Mongol Method is very precious. It is an extremely secret method in the 

kingdom of God. It is not only as simple as killing people and destroying the enemy. If you can develop 

the Mongolian Qi, it will also have a great nourishing effect on the bones and blood vessels, and it can 

save lives at critical times. ! 

 

   Ye Shaoqiu tried his best, thinking that he could punish the Great Emperor Sogo. 

 

  Unexpectedly, the Great Emperor Sogo leaned on a mouthful of Mongolian gas and survived 

abruptly. 

 

   is the mountain nine ren, it falls short! 

 

   unwilling! 

 

   violently unwilling! 

 

   Ye Shaoqiu's eyes widened, his body was trembling, and his breathing became short of breath. He 

looked back at Ye Chen with a very complicated expression. 

 

   "Woo..." 

 



   Finally, there was a low whine in his throat, his fingers spread out, trying to catch something, but in 

the end he couldn't catch anything and fell to the ground. 

 

   Do not look at you! 

 

   "Senior!" 

 

   Ye Chen cried out, his eyes cracked. 

 

   "Boy, good luck for you." 

 

  The Great Emperor Sogo was taken aback, turned around and fled. 

 

   If it were the heyday, he could naturally kill Ye Chen. 

 

   But now, he was severely wounded by Ye Shaoqiu's life-threatening blow. He was seriously injured, 

but he didn't want to fight meaninglessly. He just wanted to retreat quickly. 

 

   "Stop me!" 

 

   Ye Chen yelled up to the sky, his eyes almost dripping blood. 

 

  嗤! 

 

   He swung a sword, full of spiritual power, destruction of the divine way, and all kinds of laws, all 

poured into the sword, and straight to the Great Emperor Sogo. 

 

   "Huh, even if the emperor is injured, you can't fight it." 

 



The Great Emperor Sogo gave a cold snort and watched Ye Chen hit the sword with a sword, but he 

didn't rush. The **** or even explicit palm lifted up in vain, repairing the broken rune of the law of God, 

and he killed it with one palm, ruthlessly Strike out. 

 

   boom! 

 

   One sword and one palm, violent collision. 

 

   Suddenly, Ye Chen felt a burst of great power and the majesty of the heavenly gods, and he could 

not help but step back three steps. 

 

   And Sogo the Great, just took a step back slightly. 

 

   After he was seriously injured, fighting against Ye Chen, he could barely gain the upper hand. 

 

   One can imagine how terrifying the master of the Celestial Realm is. 

 

   "I want you to bury you and die for me!" 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at Ye Shaoqiu's corpse, gritted his teeth, his breath exploded, and slashed out 

again with his sword. 

 

   "Jiwu: God flash!" 

 

   Ye Chen's body swept across the void, body and sword merged into one, and he instantly slammed 

in front of Emperor Sogo. 

 

   With the help of Extreme Martial God Flash, this sword is quite powerful. 

 

"interesting." 



 

   The Great Emperor Chongguang smiled, his expression was indifferent, and he waved his palm up. 

The thick layers of palms, like layers of iron walls, collapsed Ye Chen's sword power. 

 

   At this time, his weapon had been exploded, but with his two palms, he still fought Ye Chen back 

and forth, one can imagine how powerful he is. 

 

   "Ling Xiao Wuyi, Tushen breaks the sky!" 

 

   Ye Chen looked up to the sky and shouted, his violent fighting spirit vented out wildly. 

 

   He also knew the great emperor Sogo's greatness, so he didn't keep his hands. Ling Xiao's martial 

arts was brought to the extreme, his eyes were sharp, his hair fluttered one by one, and Ye Shaoqiu 

died. His anger was also integrated into Ling Xiao's martial arts. 

 

  Hoo! 

 

   Ye Chen's sword spirit is mad, like a **** like a devil, countless laws and runes, and instantly burst 

and fly like a butterfly, dancing around his sword. 

 

   The weird thing is that at this moment, Ye Chen's anger actually made the power of Lingfeng's 

divine veins condense to the extreme! 

 

   Complete release! 

 

   He pierced out with a sword, with a sword power that astounded the sky with a martial intent, and 

then brazenly stab towards the Great Emperor Sogo. 

 

"what!" 

 



   The Great Emperor Chongguang's expression suddenly changed, but he did not expect that Ye 

Chen, a cultivator of the Nine-layer Heaven of Slashing Evil Realm, could actually burst out such a fierce 

martial arts charm. 

 

   "Retreat!" 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo was a little panicked. Now he was seriously injured. Facing Ye Chen, who 

had fully activated Ling Xiao's martial arts, he was obviously not an opponent. 

 

  嗖嗖嗖! 

 

   His body swept backwards like the wind, and he kept backing away, avoiding Ye Chen's sword 

moves. 

 

   Although this is the case, it is still a bit injured! 

 

   Ye Chen's face was happy, and with a wave of the evil sword, the profound flame within his body 

exploded, and the Lingfeng divine veins were activated to the extreme. The entire sword was wrapped 

in layers of fire, bursting with violent flames. 

 

  噗哧! 

 

   Ye Chen slashed out with a sword, directly piercing the body of Emperor Sogo. 

 

   Kill with a sword! 

 

   The violent spirit of Lingfeng's veins is revealed at this moment! 

 

   And Ye Chen's breath also declined to the extreme. 

 



   "Senior, you can take a look." 

 

   Ye Chen retracted the evil sword, let out a sigh, looked at Ye Shaoqiu's corpse, his sleeve robe 

flicked slightly, and a breeze passed by, closing Ye Shaoqiu's eyes. 

 

   "Also, one thing has been hidden from you, I am actually the Lord of Reincarnation." 

 

   "I hope this time, you can step into reincarnation and regain your life." 

 

   Then, Ye Chen flicked his finger, and a ray of flame popped up, cremating Ye Shaoqiu, carefully 

collecting the ashes. 

 

   Ye Shaoqiu's death was a great loss to the Ye Family. 

 

   Fortunately, Ye Lingtian has become the head of the family, and Ye Chen can rest assured that Ye 

Lingtian is in charge of family affairs. 

 

  …… 

 

   At the same time, the two black robes naturally felt the fluctuations here. 

 

   Under the black robe, there are bursts of devilish energy and blood. 

 

   They suddenly stopped. 

 

   "It seems that the evil corpse of Emperor Sogo is dead, how did that kid shake it?" 

 

   "Finally, it doesn't matter, we just happened to take that kid." 

 



   At this moment, another black-robed man looked solemn and suddenly said: "Wait not good! Let's 

go, get out of here quickly." 

 

what! 

 

   The man in the black robe was dumbfounded. 

 

   With their strength enough to shake that kid. 

 

   Why are you leaving? 

 

   They are a clan of demons, is it ridiculous to leave like this! 

 

   The dignified black-robed man closed his eyes and suddenly opened them: "Hurry up, it's too late 

to walk! I feel that an extremely powerful aura is coming here!" 

 

   "If you shoot at us, you will definitely die!" 

 

   "Our plan will be lost!" 

 

   As soon as he said this, the face of the black-robed man beside him also changed. 

 

   He knows what the other party's words mean! 

 

   The other's alertness has taken him out of danger again and again! 

 

   Since this danger is perceived, it must be serious! 

 

   "Well, this time I will let the kid go for the time being! Let's go and meet the one from the Kingdom 

of God!" 



 

   "He has been in the kingdom of God for so long, he must know better than us!" 

 

   In the next moment, the two demon qi tore through the void and completely disappeared in this 

piece of world. 

 

  …… 

 

   At this time, after the evil corpse of the Great Emperor Sogo was destroyed, wisps of black magic 

energy floated out. 

 

   Devilish energy contained extremely terrifying resentment, with endless negative emotions, like a 

purgatory. . 

 

   But in addition to the purgatory resentment, there is an incomparably magnificent breath of 

emperor's prestige, the dark runes of the laws of the gods, constantly flashing, and even chained into 

chains of laws, intertwined and shuttled in the void. 

 

   If this group of magic energy can be refined, Ye Chen will definitely have a great harvest! 
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"Fight." 

 

   Ye Chen gritted his teeth, took a big hand, ingested that group of magic energy, and swallowed it 

directly. 

 

   In this devil qi, he possessed the majestic aura of the **** emperor and countless energies of the 

gods' laws, he didn't want to miss it. 

 

   boom! 

 

   But the resentment contained in the devilish energy is very intense. 



 

   Ye Chen felt his head burst as soon as he swallowed it down, and it seemed that a volcano had 

erupted. 

 

   woo woo woo! 

 

   The sharp magic sound oscillated in his ears. 

 

   Strands of devilish energy rushed through the meridians like ghosts and maggots, and bursts of 

pain with a decadent aura came. 

 

   "Suppress me!" 

 

   Ye Chen's heart was solemn, and the blood of reincarnation was running immediately. 

 

   His reincarnation bloodline is so powerful that it cannot be shaken even by the devilish energy of 

the corpse of Sogo. 

 

   Because of this, Ye Chen has so much courage to swallow the devilish energy of Emperor Sogo 

directly. 

 

   If you change to someone else, under such a strong devilish stimulus, I am afraid that your body 

and spirit will be destroyed. 

 

   嗤嗤嗤! 

 

   Under the washing of the reincarnation blood, the devilish resentment in Ye Chen's body was 

instantly washed out. 

 

   His meridians regained their smooth and tough appearance. 

 



   The resentment of the evil corpse of the Great Emperor Sogo, like snow in the sun, melted 

instantly. 

 

   What remained in Ye Chen's body was the pure and vast breath of the gods. 

 

   A series of laws and energy continue to merge into Ye Chen's Dantian. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   In an instant, Ye Chen felt enlightened. 

 

   It seemed that in an instant, it was clear. 

 

   Infused with the aura of the **** Sogo, Ye Chen's ruining divine path has immediately been 

transformed! 

 

   His destructive divine way has at least doubled its power! 

 

   If he is now facing the early stage of the Heavenly God Realm, at least he won't be so embarrassed! 

 

   "Destroy the Shinto, my Destroy Shinto has actually improved!" 

 

   Ye Chen was overjoyed, refining the evil corpse energy of Emperor Sogo, and he also obtained 

great benefits. 

 

   There is also a golden light, also blooming from his body. 

 

   Vaguely, it turned into eight golden dragons with teeth and claws. 

 

   This is the atmosphere of Hong Mongol Dharma, the Eight Gods of Heaven! 



 

   This Tianlong Bashen Sound itself is the supernatural power of the Great Emperor Sogo, Ye Chen 

refines his evil corpse energy, and the various magic methods of the Tianlong Bashen Sound also flooded 

into his mind one by one. 

 

   "Okay, very good. In the future, when I use the Tianlong Eight Gods, the restrictions will not be so 

strong." 

 

   Ye Chen was pleasantly surprised. The Devil's Eight Gods are extremely lethal, but there are many 

restrictions on their use. If they leave the land of the leaves, it is difficult for him to use it. 

 

   But now, relying on the energy of the evil corpse of the Great Emperor Sogo, he has a deep 

understanding of this magical power, and it will be much easier to use it in the future. 

 

  , of course, is not just showing it casually. 

 

   The only pity is that the Mongolian energy on the evil corpse of the Great Emperor Sogo dissipated 

after he was destroyed. 

 

   Otherwise, Ye Chen's harvest will be even greater if he integrates the Hong Mongolian spirit. 

 

   After finishing refining, Ye Chen strode forward and walked in the direction of the main tomb. 

 

  At the same time, at the waterfall outside the tomb mansion, Mo Xueming's eyes flickered and the 

corners of his mouth grinned, murmured: "Ye Shaoqiu is dead, hahahaha, it's time for me to do it." 

 

   After that, his body flashed, flew into the waterfall, and also entered the tomb house. 

 

   Just now, he has been waiting outside the waterfall, just waiting for the corpses of Ye Shaoqiu and 

Emperor Sogo to die. 

 

   After all, Ye Shaoqiu and Emperor Sogo are alive, and Mo Xueming is not easy to do. 



 

   Looking at the horror of the evil corpse of the Great Emperor Sogo, you know how terrifying Ye 

Shaoqiu's life is. 

 

   "Boy, I wanted to work with you! Now I have changed my mind." 

 

   Mo Xueming's eyes had sharp killing intent, he was going to kill Ye Chen and **** the 

reincarnation star stone! 

 

   At this time, Ye Chen had already arrived in the main tomb. 

 

   The decoration of the main tomb is very luxurious. 

 

   On the top of the dome, there are many precious stones and jade inlaid, and there are wooden 

shelves placed in the room, which are filled with precious weapons and magic weapons. 

 

   In the center of the tomb is a huge crystal coffin. 

 

   The true body of Emperor Sogo, logically speaking, was buried in this crystal coffin. 

 

   But now, the crystal coffin is opened! 

 

   The coffin lid fell aside! 

 

   And the body of Emperor Sogo was hung up by chains and hung in the tomb! 

 

   His hands, hands and feet are completely locked by chains. Every chain is shining with weird runes, 

deeply piercing his skin and flesh, like bones. 

 

   Sogo the Great, just like this was hung in the air. 



 

   "Lord of Samsara, you...you are here." 

 

   The body of Emperor Chongguang opened his eyes slightly, saw Ye Chen coming, and made a weak 

call. 

 

   "Huh? Still alive?" 

 

   Ye Chen's scalp was numb. There is no doubt that Emperor Sogo is dead. At least, Ye Chen did not 

feel a bit of aliveness. 

 

   But now, Emperor Sogo actually opened his eyes and his lips and throat moved. 

 

   It is incredible that a corpse actually spoke. 

 

   "Help me...save me out." 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo called sadly. 

 

   "How can I save you?" 

 

   Ye Chen stepped back, a little frightened. 

 

   "Cut off these chains." 

 

The Great Emperor Sogo gritted his teeth, these chains are constantly flashing with weird runes, bursts 

of fierce and sharp aura, constantly impacting his soul, making him suffer from the pain of Daoshan 

Purgatory every moment. It is very uncomfortable. 

 



   And this pain has lasted from ancient times to the present, one can imagine how much he has 

suffered. 

 

   "Okay, I will try." 

 

   Ye Chen drew the evil sword, sinking into his dantian, and swung his sword. 

 

  铮! 

 

   The evil sword slashed on the chain, which exploded a series of sparks, but could not break the 

chain. 

 

  Even, Ye Chen himself was shocked by the law rune on the chain and took three steps back. 

 

   "This chain is weird!" 

 

   Ye Chen's face suddenly changed. The material of these chains was nothing strange. Under normal 

circumstances, he could cut them off with a single sword. 

 

   But the problem is that the law rune on the chain is very weird and has an unusual atmosphere. 

 

   Ye Chen seems to have felt this kind of breath on Xuanji. 

 

   "This is not the law of the kingdom of God, this is the rune of the law of the upper realm!" 

 

   Ye Chen narrowed his eyes and made a judgment instantly. 

 

   The law covered on the chain obviously originated from the upper realm and was very 

complicated, and he could not destroy it. 

 



   "If it doesn't work, destroy my body..." 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo also noticed Ye Chen's difficulties, and said slowly. 

 

   "Destroy your body?" 

 

   Ye Chen's face was terrified. 

 

"Ok……" 

 

   Sogo the Great nodded slightly. 

 

"it is good!" 

 

   Ye Chen grasped the hilt tightly, and probably guessed it. 

 

   This corpse is a shackle. 

 

   shackled with the soul of Emperor Sogo! 

 

   Only by destroying the body can the Sogo Emperor be released! 

 

   "Six swords in one, destroy the Shinto, break!" 

 

   Ye Chen took a deep breath and swung his sword to kill. . 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo, is a master of a generation of **** emperors, his body must be very 

powerful, and he can't destroy it even with the scourge of lightning. 

 



   Therefore, Ye Chen tried his best. 
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   boom! 

 

   Unexpectedly, Ye Chen slashed past with a single sword. Like a thunderstorm, he easily destroyed 

the body of the Great Emperor Sogo and crushed it directly into powder. 

 

"This……" 

 

   This scene made Ye Chen a little surprised. 

 

   The body of the **** emperor is definitely not so fragile. 

 

  The only explanation is that the law rune from the upper realm has wiped out the aura of the body 

of the Great Emperor Sogo, making the physique that was once enough to shake the world and the 

world to become a paper-like existence, which is broken with one touch. 

 

   Upper Boundary is actually so terrifying. 

 

   The law rune of the upper realm can destroy the body of the **** emperor, which is simply 

appalling. 

 

   Wow! 

 

   A dazzling brilliance wafted from the ashes of Emperor Sogo. 

 

   It was a sacred soul body. As soon as it appeared, it bloomed with monstrous brilliance. Countless 

flying dragons, phoenixes, unicorns, cranes, and other weather lingered around this soul body, 

constantly drifting. 

 



   A series of runes of the laws of the gods, crazily shining with brilliant aura, the void violently 

oscillated, and the heavens and the universe seemed to be subject to this mighty majesty. 

 

   "Emperor Sogo, this is the real Emperor Sogo!" 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes widened, staring at the soul body in front of him. 

 

   This soul body looks exactly the same as the corpse of the Great Emperor Sogo, it also looks like a 

black dragon robe with a crown on its head. 

 

   However, there is no aura of evil thoughts in this soul body. 

 

   There is only pure imperial energy, pure imperial prestige, as light as the sun and the moon, and 

vast as the starry sky of the universe. 

 

   There is no doubt that this soul body is the true body of Emperor Sogo! 

 

  …… 

 

   Tiandao Palace, deep. 

 

   "It's the breath of that old guy! Impossible!" 

 

   Xuanyuan Mo Xie's face shook, and in the midst of it, he felt a breath that made him very jealous. 

 

   Within the kingdom of God, many top forces and giants also felt the anomaly between heaven and 

earth. 

 

   "The emperor soul is born! There is an emperor soul!" 

 



   "The ancient **** emperor, I woke up today!" 

 

   "The kingdom of God is going to change!" 

 

   "The seven ancient gods and emperors, which one was born?" 

 

   Many giants are shaking their minds, constantly deducing secrets, but unfortunately they can't see 

through anything. 

 

  …… 

 

   The screen turns. 

 

   "Lord of Samsara, thank you for saving me." 

 

   In the tomb mansion, the Emperor Sogod's soul, looking at Ye Chen full of vicissitudes, sounded 

rather weak. 

 

   The majesty on his body, although it is very vast, directly shook the entire kingdom of God, but 

under the torture of endless years, his spiritual power aura is already very weak, if he fights, Ye Chen can 

kill him. 

 

   "Are you... Emperor Sogo? How long have you been buried here?" 

 

   Ye Chen is the first time he has seen a master at the Divine Emperor level. It is indeed vast and 

shocking. Even if his aura has weakened to a desperate level, his majesty is shining through the ages and 

crushing the heavens, which makes people afraid to look down upon. 

 

   He has too many questions, and he wants Emperor Sogo to answer. 

 

"Ugh……" 



 

   The Great Emperor Sogo sighed, did not say anything, just a white light popped out, shining on Ye 

Chen's head. 

 

   boom! 

 

  In an instant, an endless flow of information, like the Yangtze River and the sea, poured into Ye 

Chen's mind. 

 

   In Ye Chen's mind, ancient pictures emerged. 

 

  Invasion of the heavenly demons outside the territory, Mo Xueming defected, Xuanyuan Moxie 

killed the master, the seven great emperors fell... 

 

   Picture after picture, constantly intertwined. 

 

   "Are you the master of Xuanyuan Moxie?" 

 

   Ye Chen felt the picture in his mind and was shocked. 

 

   Xuanyuan Mo Xie, as the Supreme Palace Master, has only three masters in his life! 

 

  The most important one is Emperor Sogo! 

 

   Back then, he joined forces with the **** emperors and the strong to form an alliance of evil 

spirits to counter the invasion of the gods. 

 

   The power of the **** emperor suppresses the universe, even the demon can hardly shake it. 

 



   But at this moment, Xuanyuan Moxie stabbed his master with his back, causing the Great Emperor 

Chongguang to be seriously injured and he was counterattacked by the demon. 

 

   The reason why Xuanyuan Moxie killed the teacher is very simple. He wants to prove the way by 

killing! 

 

   Xuanyuan Moxie wanted to imitate the ancient giants, to kill the way and surpass the heavens. 

 

   He didn't have the ability to kill the world, so he chose to kill the master, to cut off cause and 

effect, accumulate killing karma, and prove detachment. 

 

   It is a pity that Emperor Chongguang is very powerful, even if he was severely injured by Xuanyuan 

Moxie's back stabbing, he did not die. 

 

   Master Ji failed, Xuanyuan Moxie disappeared, no one knows where he escaped. 

 

   After the ancient catastrophe ended, he returned to the kingdom of God and took over the 

Heavenly Dao Palace. 

 

   No one knows his past, no one knows that he once killed a teacher, everyone only knows that this 

person is very powerful, his strength is unfathomable, and his identity is mysterious. 

 

   But now, Ye Chen knew the secrets of ancient times from the Great Emperor Sogo! 

 

   It turns out that Xuanyuan Moxie, like Mo Xueming, is also a traitor! 

 

   Mo Xueming betrayed the Ye family and took refuge in the demon, causing a catastrophic disaster. 

 

   Xuanyuan Moxie stabs the teacher back, causing the Chongguang Emperor to be seriously injured, 

and he is killed by the demon. 

 



   These two people are both ancient sinners, and they are tainted with monstrous cause and effect. 

 

  …… 

 

   The first kingdom of God. 

 

   God League. 

 

  In the huge hall, many high-level people are seated. 

 

   Around the long table, there are old men in brocade clothes and misty breath! 

 

   Only two people stood. 

 

   One person, with a fairy style, a childlike face, dressed in a black and white robe, is the leader of 

the God League, Geshan! 

 

   The other person, with a strong breath, dressed in a Taoist robe, is Tian Feiming of Ten Thousand 

Fazong! 

 

   This time, it was an emergency meeting between the two! 

 

   A distinguished elder from the Second Kingdom suddenly spoke to Geshan: "Leader Ge, what is the 

theme of this meeting? The situation seems to be serious?" 

 

   Geshan glanced at Tian Feiming of Wanfazong, nodded slightly, and then focused his eyes on the 

questioner, saying: "Lao Qiu, what do you think is the most dangerous thing in the Seven Kingdoms of 

God at the moment." 

 

   The old man named Qiu sank in his heart, thinking briefly: "At the moment, the kingdom of God is 

chaotic, and crises are coming one after another. I think the greatest danger should be the devil." 



 

   Ge Shan nodded appreciatively: "Indeed!" 

 

   "The devil has survived from the ancient times, and now we are falling apart from the seven 

kingdoms of God! It's punishable!" 

 

   "The key is that we don't understand what is brewing behind the demons!" 

 

   "Previously, in a natural vision, the Heavenly Dao Palace ordered to punish the remnants of the Ye 

Family. We should have cooperated, and naturally there was no spare capacity to fight against the 

demons." 

 

   "But not long ago, the land of the leaves fell short, and the remnants of the Ye family have already 

left, and I don't know where to go! This matter should have nothing to do with our seven kingdoms!" 

 

   "At the moment, we need to concentrate on fighting against the demons!" 

 

   Old Qiu looked a little puzzled After thinking for a few minutes, he asked: "Leader, the gods are 

powerful and hide extremely deep. How do we fight?" 

 

   A murderous smile appeared at the corner of Geshan's mouth: "There is one thing we should have 

done long ago." 

 

   "It was postponed because of the Tiandao Palace." 

 

   "Although we are unable to determine the whereabouts of the heavenly demon, but the League of 

Gods and Wan Fazong have discovered a great secret! Ye Chen of the seventh kingdom of God has 

colluded with the heavenly demon in an attempt to eat away the entire kingdom of God!" 

 

   "Such a person should be punishable!" 

 

   When these words came out, there was an uproar! 



 

   They are too familiar with the word Ye Chen! 

 

   This is one of the young geniuses who have risen from the Kingdom of God, and even the leader of 

the team that used to kill demons! 

 

   How is it now on the side of the demon? 

 

   Geshan knew everyone's hesitation, and with a big wave of his hand, a picture was revealed! 

 

   This is the "evidence!" 

 

   Any evidence is extremely unfavorable to Ye Chen! 

 

   After some explanation, Ge Shan looked at the crowd condescendingly, saying every word: "Now, 

the League of Gods proposes that the seven kingdoms of God jointly kill Ye Chen, do you have any 

objections?" 

 

   "If Ye Chen does not show up, we will attack the Shenjizong of the Seventh Kingdom of God!" 

 

   "Ye Chen is not clean! The sect behind him must not be clean either!" 

 

   The hall fell into a brief silence. 

 

   A few seconds later, I don't know who said it, and a shout was heard: "walk the way for the sky, 

eradicate the evil!". 

 

   Then, the whole hall fell into an angry shout! 

 

   And this anger is directed at Ye Chen and Shenjizong! 
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   Sogo Tomb House. 

 

   Ye Chen naturally had no idea about the affairs of the First Divine Kingdom, he was more 

concerned about the affairs of Emperor Sogo now. 

 

   "Because of certain restrictions, I can only tell you this." 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo stared at Ye Chen, with an endless desolation in his tone. 

 

  In the ancient times, Emperor Sogos was assassinated by Xuanyuan Moxie's betrayal. Under severe 

wounds, many alliances were madly counter-killed by the heavenly demons. The entire kingdom of God 

had thousands of miles of bones, and an unknown number of people died. 

 

  In order to expel some of the gods in the kingdom of God, the seven **** emperors decided to 

sacrifice themselves and use their flesh and soul to suppress the gods in the kingdom. 

 

   to give peace to the seven kingdoms of God. 

 

   After paying such a big price, the ancient celestial catastrophe has been calmed down. 

 

   And the Great Emperor Sogos, because of the practice of the Hong Mongol method, there is a 

trace of Mongolian energy in his body, even if the body is heroic sacrifice, the soul will be immortal. 

 

   The other six **** emperors were all wiped out in ashes, but only him, because he practiced the 

Hong Mongol method, the emperor soul survived to the present. 

 

   But his life is not easy. 

 

   If it is completely wiped out, it can be considered a relief. 

 



   But his soul is immortal, causing evil thoughts to grow, and finally becoming a corpse! 

 

   The evil corpse crawled out of his head, hoisted his body, and used the law of upper bounds to 

erode his body and soul, causing him to suffer endless suffering. 

 

   In time, his emperor soul will dissipate, and the corpse will be able to get rid of the shackles, 

completely detached. 

 

   "Unexpectedly, Xuanyuan Mo Xie was so insidious that he actually betrayed the Master Killer." 

 

   Ye Chen knew all the ins and outs, which was quite shocked. 

 

   "This traitor, one day, this emperor will kill him himself!" 

 

   The breath of the Great Emperor Sogo suddenly became fierce, his eyes showed great anger and 

resentment, and his fists clenched tightly. 

 

   Obviously, he hated Xuanyuan Moxie. 

 

   If it were not for Xuanyuan Moxie, he would not have fallen to this point. 

 

   "Senior, you want to deal with Xuanyuan Moxie, I'm afraid it won't be that easy." 

 

   Ye Chen's face was solemn, the Heavenly Path Palace is the supreme power in the kingdom of God. 

 

   Judging from the incident in the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace, the elders of the Tiandao Palace are 

not simple. 

 

   almost straddles multiple realms. 

 



  And Xuanyuan Moxie's cultivation base is even more unfathomable. After so many years, his 

strength may have surpassed the former Emperor Sogo, and he is qualified to kill the upper realm. 

 

  He did not go to the upper realm, just because the cause and effect on his body has not been cut 

off. When he breaks the restrictions of the Tiandao Palace hall, it is when he dominates the kingdom of 

God and counters the upper realm! 

 

   I want to deal with Xuanyuan Moxie, let alone that the Emperor Chongguang now only has the 

emperor soul, even in his heyday, he may not be able to retreat. 

 

  Because, no one knows what Xuanyuan Moxie's strength is. 

 

   "I know, so, Lord of Samsara, I am afraid I will ask you to take care of my revenge." 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo smiled wryly, knowing that the times have changed. 

 

  The waves behind the Yangtze River pushed the waves forward. Today is no longer his era, now is 

the era of Xuanyuan Moxie! 

 

   He wants revenge on his own, almost impossible. 

 

   The only reliance is Ye Chen! 

 

   After all, Ye Chen is the inheritor of the Lord of Samsara! 

 

   Only Ye Chen has enough potential to kill the Heavenly Dao Palace and crush everything. 

 

   The Great Emperor Chongguang looked at him with piercing eyes, and said, "Xuanyuan Moxie is my 

greatest enemy. You are the inheritor of the Lord of Reincarnation. I will do my best when you give me 

any orders." 

 



   Listening to Emperor Sogo's request, Ye Chen did not speak immediately. 

 

   If he can kill Xuanyuan Moxie and control the power of the Heavenly Dao Palace, he will go to the 

upper realm in the future and fight the Empress Xuan Jiyue, and he will have one more hole card. 

 

   "Sorry, I can't promise you casually." 

 

   Ye Chen thought for a moment, but shook his head. 

 

   He and Emperor Sogo, they just met each other just now, there is no friendship between them. 

 

  He is not a bad guy. If others just say a few words, he will die. This is impossible. 

 

   Upon hearing the words, Emperor Sogo was silent for a while. 

 

   Indeed, he and Ye Chen just met, and they made such a huge request, which is a bit excessive. 

 

  Although Ye Chen and Xuanyuan Moxie are dead enemies, he will one day kill Xuanyuan Moxie and 

crush Xuanyuan Moxie. 

 

   But his killing was only for himself, not for revenge for Emperor Sogo. 

 

   In the end, the cause and effect are over, and the merits are complete, so Emperor Sogo will not 

get the slightest benefit. 

 

   "Unless..." 

 

   Ye Chen stared at Emperor Sogo, and said: "Let me plant a mark in your emperor soul. If you dare 

to break your promise, I will detonate the mark, which will be enough to kill you." 

 



   Ye Chen is not a stunner, a figure of the level of Emperor Sogo, I don't know how shrewd, if he 

helps revenge, Emperor Sogo will turn his face and deny him, he will be in trouble. 

 

   Ye Chen would only agree to retain the absolute means of crushing. 

 

   "The kind leaves a mark..." 

 

   The Great Emperor Chongguang's heart was shocked. If Ye Chen agreed, his life would be 

completely pinched by Ye Chen. 

 

   As long as Ye Chen thinks, he will lose his soul! 

 

   "You think about it slowly." 

 

   Ye Chen did not force it. 

 

   This is a transaction. Naturally, there must be a means to ensure the future. His request is not 

excessive. 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo's eyes flickered, constantly weighing. 

 

   If you reject Ye Chen, rely on him alone, let alone revenge, it will be difficult to survive. 

 

   His imperial aura  has spread out, Xuanyuan Moxie must know. 

 

   If he dared to leave Sogo's burial place, he would soon be killed by the Heavenly Dao Palace. 

 

   And he, there is only a ray of remnant soul left, obviously not an opponent of Tiandao Palace. 

 

  Only by agreeing to Ye Chen, can he get revenge, clear the door, and return to the top! 



 

   "Okay, I promised you!" 

 

   The Great Emperor Chongguang gritted his teeth and released bursts of light from the center of his 

brows, but he directly opened his own sea of consciousness, leaving Ye Chen to deal with it. 

 

   Ye Chen nodded slightly, the Sogo Great Emperor, worthy of being a master of the God Emperor, 

his mind was determined, and he was willing to pay such a high price for revenge. 

 

   "Senior, I am offended." 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand, and then released a ray of soul power, and at the same time activated the 

Yanbei, releasing the reincarnation star stone obtained in the land of the rising leaves, relying on the 

energy of the Yanbei and the reincarnation star stone to strengthen his soul power . 

 

   boom! 

 

   In the end, Ye Chen injected his soul power into the sea of knowledge of Emperor Sogo, planting a 

soul mark. 

 

   This soul seal contains the aura of the flame stele and the reincarnation star stone. Once it 

explodes, Emperor Sogo will definitely die. 

 

   "It's okay, I know your difficulty." 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo smiled wryly, did not resist at all, and completely accepted Ye Chen's soul 

mark. 

 

   Now his life is completely controlled by Ye Chen. 

 

   "Thank you senior for your understanding." 



 

   Ye Chen arched his hands again, just about to put away the Yan Tablet and the Reincarnation Star 

Stone. . 

 

"and many more!" 

 

  In vain, Emperor Sogo narrowed his eyes and stared at Ye Chen's reincarnation star stone. 

Chapter 2975: Demon Blood Comes 

   "Senior, what's wrong?" 

 

   Ye Chen frowned, wondering. 

 

   "This reincarnation star stone is weird!" 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo shot a spirit art and shot it on the reincarnation star stone. 

 

   Wow! 

 

   Suddenly, a demonic skull mark appeared on the surface of the reincarnation star stone! 

 

   "Heavenly Demon secretly remembered, this reincarnation star stone was secretly remembered by 

someone!" 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo looked at Ye Chen, exclaimed again and again, hurriedly figured out the 

calculations, and deduced many secrets. 

 

   "It's Mo Xueming! The traitor of the ancient Ye Family, Mo Xueming! He left a secret note on this 

reincarnation star stone!" 

 

   Suddenly, Emperor Sogo deduced the cause and effect, knowing the origin of secret memory. 



 

   "Mo Xueming!" 

 

   As soon as he heard Mo Xueming's name, Ye Chen's heart suddenly shrank, and he immediately 

used his spiritual power to obliterate the secret notes on the star stone and solve the hidden danger. 

 

   This reincarnation star stone is the inheritance of the Ye family. 

 

   Unexpectedly, Mo Xueming left a secret note in secret. 

 

   This secret note is very vague, even Ye Chen didn't find it. 

 

   If it weren't for Emperor Sogo, he didn't even know the existence of Anji. 

 

   "Our coordinates are probably already exposed." 

 

   Sogo the Great said solemnly. 

 

   The coordinates of this burial site are so secret that no one knows. 

 

   But now, Mo Xueming must have learned the location of the burial ground by relying on secret 

memory. 

 

   "Senior, if Mo Xueming comes, it should also be a clone. I will be afraid of him. The clone should 

not be that tricky." 

 

   After a brief shock, Ye Chen quickly recovered his composure. 

 

   Mo Xueming's true body shouldn't come here easily. 

 



   According to his understanding, Mo Xueming was too careful. 

 

   Even if the coordinates are exposed, Mo Xueming will kill him, but he will only be a clone. 

 

   Ye Chen didn't worry too much. Now his strength has become much stronger, and he won't be 

afraid of Mo Xueming again. 

 

   "It's not too late, let's go out quickly, and I will teach you two magical powers to help you fight the 

enemy in the future." 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo had a solemn face, and he flicked his fingers twice, and two crystal lights 

popped out, poured into Ye Chen's mind, and immediately led him to walk out. 

 

   The current Emperor Sogo, the emperor soul has just got rid of the physical body, and is still very 

fragile. If Mo Xueming kills him, he is in great danger. 

 

  Once the emperor soul is destroyed, he will be completely wiped out, and all blood and deep 

enemies, the emperor's heroic figure, will be reduced to dust. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   Boom! 

 

   Two emperor lights exploded in Ye Chen's mind. 

 

   The two powerful supernatural powers are like divine initiation, deeply imprinted in the sea of Ye 

Chen's knowledge. 

 

   These two supernatural powers, one with shining golden light and the other with black aura, are 

the magic of Hong Mongol, the sound of heavenly dragons, and the supernatural powers of the upper 

realm, the law of corrosion! 

 



   The Eight Gods of Heavenly Dragon, Ye Chen has already learned, and now he has the guidance of 

Emperor Sogo, and his comprehension immediately improves. 

 

   Another magical power, the Law of Corrosion, is a special law of the upper realm. It has the power 

to corrode the heavens and stars. Even the body of the **** emperor can corrode, which is very 

terrifying. 

 

  In the ancient times, Emperor Sogo also spent a lot of effort to hide the secrets and secretly learn 

the laws of the upper realm. He didn't expect that he would be used by the evil corpse to bite himself 

back and almost destroyed. 

 

   Ye Chen comprehended the mystery of the Law of Corrosion, and walked out with Emperor Sogo. 

 

   "It's too late to kill the secret record now." 

 

   In vain, a deep voice came out in the void. 

 

   A figure in a red robe slowly walked out of the darkness, it was Mo Xueming. 

 

"Oops!" 

 

   The expression of Emperor Sogo changed. Now he is too fragile. Once he is attacked by an enemy, 

he is easily wiped out. 

 

   "Senior, don't worry, I will solve it." 

 

   Ye Chen sacrificed the Bleeding Soul Sealing Pearl, pinching the tactics with his fingers. 

 

"you……" 

 

   The Great Emperor Sogo was surprised. 



 

   "Don't worry, a clone can't kill us." 

 

   Ye Chen is calm, he has seen Mo Xueming's real body and is familiar with the other's breath. 

 

   And Mo Xueming in front of him was obviously weaker! 

 

   must be a clone! 

 

   "Then my life and death, please ask my little friend." 

 

   The body of Emperor Sogo flashed, and he dived into the Blood Sealing God Orb, temporarily living 

in this magic weapon. 

 

   "Ye Chen, I have always admired you. I gave you one chance, and now I will give you another one. 

Would you like to cooperate with me and hand over the reincarnation star stone? Otherwise... you may 

not be able to bear the consequences." 

 

   Mo Xueming licked his lips, his eyes showed fierce light. 

 

   Ye family, this reincarnation star stone, he has been dreaming about it for a long time. 

 

   If he can get the samsara star stone, he is likely to unlock the mystery of samsara. 

 

   Even if the mystery of reincarnation cannot be solved, this reincarnation star stone will help him 

resolve cause and effect. 

 

   "If you want a star stone, kill me." 

 



   Ye Chen's eyes condensed, together with the killing intent, he took preemptive action, chanting in 

a low voice, the prohibition rune on the tomb wall suddenly exploded with divine light, fiercely moving 

towards Mo Xue Ming. 

 

   Ye Chen had long been taught by the Great Emperor Sogo, he knew the curse that controlled the 

prohibition, and when it was put on display, immediately, the Dao Dao prohibition rune, Shenguang 

condensed into Dao Dao sword intent, and slammed out all over the world. 

 

   "Hehe, it's interesting." 

 

   Mo Xueming's face was slightly solemn, but he didn't expect Ye Chen to have this hand. 

 

   The prohibition in the tomb mansion was arranged by Emperor Sogo himself, and it was very 

lethal. 

 

   Even if Ye Shaoqiu was careless, he would be seriously injured and this Mo Xueming was just a 

clone, facing the restricted killing, it was not so easy to escape. 

 

   "Hey!" 

 

   Mo Xueming sacrificed a blood knife, the knife light circulated, blocking the magical light of the 

prohibition rune to kill. 

 

"what……" 

 

   Ye Chen was a little surprised, seeing the power of Mo Xueming's move, it was obvious that he had 

reached the third level of the Heavenly God Realm. 

 

   "It's a bit weird." 

 

   A clone, the power is so powerful, this is simply incredible. 

 



   This clone is definitely not a simple clone, it must be weird. 

 

   Ye Chen calmed the mind, wrapped in seven blood lights, countless divine lights erupted in the 

tomb, violent emperor aura, mixed with the monstrous power of the law of God, and slammed to Mo 

Xueming. 

 

   "Damn it!" 

 

   These restrictions all contain the imperial prestige crushing during the peak of Emperor Sogo, 

which is very lethal. 

 

   Inside the tomb mansion, Ye Chen has the absolute upper hand on the home court. This is also his 

trump card against Mo Xueming. 

 

   "The black evil is surging, and the blood is coming!" 

 

   Mo Xueming yelled violently. Under the continuous killing and killing of the tomb house, he was 

also under tremendous pressure, and he immediately showed his true appearance. 

 

   I saw his arm glowing with blood, the black air swirling all over, and the magic power was surging. 

 

   Behind him is a magic scorpion phantom! 

 

   "Be careful, it's the ancient beast, the black evil scorpion!" 

 

   The voice of Cang Ancient Medicine God blasted in Ye Chen's mind. . 

 

   "Unexpectedly, this traitor had refined the Black Fiend Scorpion and became a clone of a fierce 

beast!" 

 

   Cang ancient medical **** has a solemn voice. 



Chapter 2976: I will help you 

   Ye Chen suddenly realized, it's no wonder that Mo Xueming's clone has such a powerful breath, it 

turns out that it is an ancient beast. 

 

   "It's not easy to deal with, boy, get out of here!" 

 

   Cang Ancient Medicine God shouted. 

 

   Although Mo Xueming is his demon, he has always wanted to eradicate Mo Xueming. 

 

   But now, Mo Xueming's clone is actually a Black Fiend Scorpion, but it is not something Ye Chen 

can easily deal with. He doesn't want Ye Chen to have an accident. 

 

   "Master, don't worry, if I can't beat even a clone, I will talk about cultivation in the future." 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes were condensed, and with a big wave of his hand, all the forbidden runes slammed 

to Mo Xueming. 

 

   At the same time, he also waved the evil sword, the seven blood lights and the ruined gods broke 

out, and he ran toward Mo Xueming. 

 

   "Looking for death!" 

 

   Mo Xueming gave a smirk, he showed his true appearance, Mowei was born, both arms shot out, 

and both arms hit Ye Chen's sword hard. 

 

  铮! 

 

   Swords and arms fought, and sparks suddenly splashed. 

 



   Ye Chen stepped back slightly to stabilize his figure. 

 

   If he had been hit by such a heavy blow before, he might have been injured long ago. 

 

But now, after refining the **** emperor Qingguo, then refining the essence of the evil corpse of the 

Great Emperor Sogo, and receiving the guidance of the Emperor Sogo from the real body of the Great 

Emperor Sogo, his whole person is completely reborn, and he has suffered a blow from Mo Xueming. , 

It's just a slight step back. 

 

"Ok?" 

 

   Mo Xueming was a little surprised, and he couldn't think of his powerful blow, but Ye Chen actually 

took it. 

 

   "Finally, time is running out, I don't bother to talk nonsense with you, the giant elephant 

Zhentianjin, suppress it for me!" 

 

   Mo Xueming looked up to the sky and roared, with ancient magic sounds in his throat. 

 

   Behind him, a huge idol shadow appeared, his nose hooked, as if he was going to sweep the galaxy, 

and he stepped on all fours, seeming to shatter the mountains and rivers, showing an extremely fierce 

momentum. 

 

   "Thirty-three days of the Mongolian law, the giant elephant town Tianjin, how can you actually?" 

 

   Ye Chen was a little surprised, this giant elephant Zhen Tian Jin, he watched the unicorn Drought 

Yun used it, and now Mo Xueming also used it. 

 

   As soon as the giant elephant Zhentianjin came out, suddenly, layer after layer of fierce sound 

killing magic waves, they crazily crushed out. 

 

   Ye Chen's eardrums were almost shattered. 



 

   The whole tomb was shaking violently. 

 

   Mo Xueming’s magic sound power is even more powerful than a unicorn drought. 

 

   rumbling! 

 

   Finally, the entire tomb mansion completely collapsed. 

 

   Even the prohibition of the tomb house, under the antagonistic coercion of the Hong Mongol Fa, 

could not be sustained and was wiped out in an instant. 

 

   The luxurious and magnificent tomb mansion in the past is now completely reduced to ruins. 

Numerous rocks fell and smoke billowed. 

 

   Boom! 

 

   Not only the tomb mansion, the waterfalls and cliffs outside, all collapsed. 

 

   The huge boulders flew across, and the water flowed vigorously, causing great waves. 

 

"what happened?" 

 

   "Something happened over the waterfall!" 

 

   In the Chongguang Burial Ground, many disciples of the Ye family looked at the direction of the 

waterfall and were surprised. 

 

   The three ancestors of Ye Ziming, Ye Zigeng, and Ye Xueqing were also shocked. 

 



   "Could it be that the people from Tiandao Palace have come again?" 

 

   Ye Xueqing was unsure. Seeing the shocking shock, she thought that Heavenly Dao Palace had 

been killed, but as an internal correspondent, she did not receive any news. 

 

   "Let's take a look." 

 

   The three ancestors glanced at each other and hurriedly flew away. 

 

   Ye Shaoqiu just flew to the waterfall, and now there was such a big change over the waterfall, they 

just wanted to find out the truth. 

 

   "The breath of the lord is also over there." 

 

   Ye Lingtian sensed Ye Chen's breath. 

 

   "Let's go and see too." 

 

   Xia Ruoxue was worried about Ye Chen's safety, and immediately rushed to Ye Lingtian. 

 

   The other Ye family disciples looked at each other, not knowing what happened, but when they 

saw that the three ancestors and Ye Lingtian had gone, they also followed. 

 

  咻! 

 

   At this time, a tall figure broke through the ruins of the tomb mansion and flew into the air. It was 

Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen’s eardrums were severely painful, and his head buzzed. Under the crush of the giant elephant 

Zhentianjin, the whole person seemed to be shocked by the idols of hell. The sea of knowledge is full of 



illusions of swords, mountains of fire, and Shura skeletons. Every inch of meridian in his body is in The 

tingling seems to burst at any time. 

 

   "Today is your death date!" 

 

   Mo Xueming's eyes were sharp, and the giant elephant's Tiantian Jin was the Mongolian method. 

The coercion was very strong, and the violent waves of magic sound and air were enough to crush 

ordinary masters of the gods. 

 

   Ye Chen gritted his teeth, and the giant elephant Zhentianjin that Mo Xueming used was much 

more powerful than the one-horned drought, he felt that his whole person was about to explode, very 

uncomfortable. 

 

   "Blood Soul Seal God Pearl!" 

 

   At the critical juncture, Ye Chen once again sacrificed the Blood Sealed God Pearl, and bursts of red 

dim aura shrouded him, constantly relieving his tingling pain. 

 

   But Mo Xueming's giant elephant Zhentianjin was still too pressured, Ye Chen's mind was still 

under tremendous pressure, and it seemed to break at any time. 

 

   "I will help you." 

 

   The voice of the Great Emperor Sogo radiated from the Blood Seal God Pearl. 

 

   With a point of his finger, the vast expanse of Diwei suddenly covered Ye Chen. 

 

   Wow! 

 

  In an instant, Ye Chen felt the pressure all over his body disappeared, and all the magical illusions in 

his mind disappeared. 

 



   "Damn Sogo the Great!" 

 

   Mo Xueming's eyes were cold, and he screamed. 

 

   At this time, Emperor Sogo, although his breath was weak, his prestige was still there, enough to 

suppress the chaos of demons. 

 

   His giant elephant Zhen Tianjin, under the majesty of Emperor Sogo, its lethality was immediately 

reduced. 

 

   "Thank you, senior." 

 

Ye Chen exhaled, and the platform was clear and bright, and immediately felt that his whole body was 

much refreshed. With the protection of Emperor Sogo, he no longer needs to fear Mo Xueming's giant 

elephant Zhentianjin It’s no problem, this person is exactly the same. Weak, let's go! " 

 

   Sogo the Great said solemnly. 

 

  Mo Xueming had just used the Giant Elephant Zhentian Jin, and his strength was huge. It was the 

moment of weakness. This was Ye Chen's opportunity to take action! 

 

   "Jiwu: God flash!" 

 

   Ye Chen shouted violently, how could he let go of this golden opportunity? 

 

   His body bloomed with brilliance, and with a single footstep, he instantly swept through the void, 

lifting his sword towards Mo Xue Ming to kill. 

 

   "Slash the sky with a sword!" 

 

   "Burning Heaven and One Sword!" 



 

   "Eternal Thunder Sword!" 

 

   "Slaying the Devil and Destroying the World Sword!" 

 

   "Nine Heavens Excalibur!" 

 

   "The spirit demon Zhu Tianjian!" 

 

   Ye Chen's sword light circulated, and all the terrifying sword auras swayed out. 

 

   He knew how powerful Mo Xueming was, so as soon as he shot it, he exploded fiercely, the six 

swords were unified, and turned into a tyrannical sword, with the momentum of killing the world, he 

slashed at him fiercely. 

 

   Mo Xueming's pupils shrank, only to feel that Ye Chen's sword aura was much stronger than 

before. 

 

   He didn't dare to neglect, he flew back, and then stepped on the sole of his foot, his body shot out 

with the help of force, and slammed towards Ye Chen with endless force. 

 

   At this time, Mo Xueming did not look like a person at all, but an ancient beast, the Black Fiend 

Scorpion! 

 

   His whole body was filled with black mist, a series of weird dark runes, constantly flashing, two 

arms seemed to be able to break everything in the world, showing a very terrifying magic light. . 

 

   Ye Chen's six swords were unified, severely cut down, and collided with Mo Xueming. 

Chapter 2977: The destruction of the clone! 

   There was an astonishing collision, which suddenly exploded and sparks splashed around. 

 



   In the next moment, Ye Chen felt a huge reaction force, which was passed through, and his 

footsteps retreated three steps. 

 

   And Mo Xueming, but he didn't move, even his arm didn't even have any scars. 

 

   Ye Chen gave a fierce blow, but there was no trace left behind. 

 

   "Hey, the black evil scorpion is an ancient fierce beast, with the strongest body. Even the gods 

can't hurt it. Can you break it? Unless you master the laws of the upper realm, you can't hurt me." 

 

   Mo Xueming gave a stern smile, his clone, the most powerful thing, was its defense against the sky. 

 

   "Hehe, the law of the upper bound, I just understood one." 

 

   Hearing the words, Ye Chen laughed, and swiped his sword again. 

 

   hum! 

 

   The sound of the sword sounded, shaking for nine days. 

 

   A ray of dark light suddenly emerged from Ye Chenjian's body, and a strange corrosive aura 

continued to permeate. 

 

The void surrounding   , under the corrosive atmosphere, showed signs of collapse and cracking. 

 

   The violent corrosive aura seems to make the whole world rot, very terrifying. 

 

   "Burial the corpse and destroy the soul, the law of corrosion, break!" 

 



   Ye Chen screamed, with a sword energy that strongly corroded the law, he slashed towards Mo 

Xueming. 

 

   "Huh? The Law of Corrosion is the Law of Corrosion of the Upper Realm! How could you?" 

 

   Mo Xueming was deeply shocked when he saw this scene, his eyes were full of surprise. 

 

   The Law of Corrosion is the unique power of the upper realm, and even the flesh of the **** 

emperor can be obliterated. 

 

   This kind of law has a very strong corrosive effect and is extremely terrifying. 

 

   Mo Xueming didn't expect Ye Chen to master such a powerful law. 

 

   Sword Qi waved, the law runes were fierce, black corrosion runes, mixed with fierce sword power, 

and finally turned into a sword qi that smashed the world and slashed to Mo Xueming. 

 

   Mo Xueming wanted to evade, but it was too late, so he could only cast a spell to turn it into a 

black shield to resist. 

 

  嗤! 

 

   However, under the crushing of the laws of corrosion in the upper realm, even the will of the Black 

Fiend could not resist it. 

 

   "Damn it!" 

 

   Mo Xueming's eyes sank, but he didn't expect the Corrosion Law of the Upper Realm to be so 

powerful that it suddenly reversed the situation! 

 

   "Take me another sword!" 



 

   Ye Chen's eyes were sharp, taking advantage of the injury of Mo Xueming's clone, he swung his 

sword again to kill. 

 

   But this time, he didn't use the power of the Law of Corruption. 

 

   After all, the law of corrosion is the law of the upper realm. It is not so easy to use, and it has a 

corrosive atmosphere. If it is used frequently, it is likely to cause backlash and it will also be corroded. 

 

   Seven blood lights exploded on Ye Chen's body, and the profound flame in his body burned, and 

the flames wrapped around the sword body, with a strong breath. 

 

   "Small carving skills!" 

 

   Mo Xueming snorted, but he didn't panic, waved the blood knife and slashed fiercely. 

 

Ding! 

 

   Sword collision. 

 

   The powerful sword power directly shook Ye Chen back by two steps. 

 

   "Without the power of the Law of the Upper Realm, I see how you can fight me." 

 

   Mo Xueming's eyes were cold, what he was afraid of was only the power of the law of the upper 

realm, and now Ye Chen could not use it anymore, but he was relieved. 

 

   You must know that his strength and realm are much higher than Ye Chen. Such a big realm gap is 

not so easy to make up. 

 



   Ye Chen looked solemn. Suddenly, the arrogant overlord, Canggu Medical God, and Lingtian Arrow 

God who was on the verge of dissipating, many mighty powers, and the majesty of Emperor Sogo, all 

projected on Ye Chen. 

 

  In a short time, Ye Chen burst out with a monstrous light. 

 

   At this time, although his cultivation base only has the nine-layer heaven of Zhan Evil Realm, the 

aura he exudes is comparable to that of the gods. 

 

  Even, his body bears the majesty of the ancient **** emperor! 

 

   "Old man, old man, and senior Lingtian Arrow God, you..." 

 

   Ye Chen never thought that he didn't say anything, but these powers that were about to dissipate 

were shot at this time! 

 

"what?" 

 

   Mo Xueming felt Ye Chen's soaring breath, his eyes suddenly shrink. 

 

   "The breath of that old guy..." 

 

   Mo Xueming was shocked, he felt the breath of the ancient doctor god! 

 

   Cang ancient medical **** is one of his causal barriers. 

 

  In the ancient times, he rebelled against the Ye family and wanted to take refuge in the demon, but 

the demon refused to accept it and severely wounded him and almost died. 

 

   Fortunately, at that time, the ancient medical **** of Cang hung the pot to save the world and 

saved his life. 



 

   Later, he slaughtered countless powerhouses in the kingdom of God, and finally gained the trust of 

the demon and successfully took refuge in the demon army. 

 

   "Very well, I will kill you and destroy the old guy, and I will cut off a cause and effect. It will have a 

great effect on me!" 

 

   Mo Xueming's eyes were fierce and fearless, he swung his knife and slashed at Ye Chen fiercely to 

kill him. 

 

  Although Ye Chen used the power of the giants, Mo Xueming's strength was too strong. Even if Ye 

Chen had the help of the giants of the reincarnation cemetery, there was a certain gap between him. 

 

   "Om! Come on! Oh! Bah! Bah! Moo! Um! Bom!" 

 

   Ye Chen looked at Mo Xueming coming in a violent rush, but suddenly stopped, and the sky rose 

into the sky, and the ancient syllables burst out instantly. 

 

   "This is... the Thirty-three Heavens Hong Mongol Method, the Heavenly Dragon Eight Gods!" 

 

   Mo Xueming's face changed drastically, his eyes were staring sharply, and the whole person was 

shocked. 

 

   He didn't expect that Ye Chen actually practiced the Tianlong Eight Gods! 

 

The Eight Gods of Heavenly Dragons, this is the 33 Heavenly Mongol Method, which requires very high 

qualifications. Even ordinary Heavenly Gods cannot withstand the contaminants of the Hongmeng 

breath But Ye Chen is a nine-layer heaven in the Evil Realm. , Actually trained, his bloodline physique, 

how powerful is it, even Hongmeng's coercion can withstand it. 

 

   Boom! 

 



   The golden light on Ye Chen's body burst, and eight five-clawed golden dragons roared out 

frantically, raising their heads and roaring, and the sound shook the world. 

 

   He refined the evil corpse of the Great Emperor Sogo, and also received the guidance of the real 

body of the Great Emperor Sogo. With his eight gods and sounds, the realm of cultivation has already 

advanced by leaps and bounds. 

 

   At this time, with the help of the masters, his strength has soared wildly. 

 

   The magnificent and vast ancient syllables, like the sacred chants of the heavenly Buddha, filled 

out fiercely. 

 

   The power of the mad fighter overlord, Lingtian Arrow God, and Canggu Medical God are all 

integrated into the ancient syllables, and they evolve into layers of unmatched sound and murderous 

waves, slashing fiercely towards Mo Xueming. 

 

boom! boom! boom! 

 

   Under the violent killing wave, Mo Xueming's body suddenly exploded into a puff of blood, 

vomiting blood, and knelt down directly. 

 

   The Eight Gods of the Heavenly Dragon, the Hong Mongol Method, how powerful, and the solemn 

atmosphere of the Heavenly Buddha's sacred singing, dealing with demons and evil spirits, and has a 

strong restraint effect. 

 

   Even if it was Mo Xueming, he couldn't support it, and he was seriously injured. 

 

   On Ye Chen's body, eight golden heavenly dragons, with an ancient aura of grandeur, roared and 

rushed out. 

 

   Boom! 

 



  Eight dragons collide, and the world is overwhelming. 

 

   Mo Xueming's body was suddenly crushed, and the blood mist was flying, killing him instantly. . 

 

   "Boy, you win this time, but next time, it's your death date!" 

 

   Mo Xueming's misty voice oscillated in the void, but it quickly disappeared. 

Chapter 2978: Fall away 

   This clone of him was completely beheaded by Ye Chen and suffered heavy losses. 

 

   You must know that his clone is not an ordinary clone, but is made from the Black Fiendish 

Scorpion. 

 

   is directly crushed by Ye Chen now, Mo Xueming is considered to have broken an arm, and wants 

to deal with Ye Chen in the future, unless the real body comes, otherwise there is no way. 

 

   "Huh..." 

 

   Ye Chen breathed a sigh of relief, his ears buzzing, his brain dizzy. 

 

   The cards were all out, and they used the ancient laws of corrosion one after another, destroying 

the gods, and the sound of the sacred mongolia, the heavenly dragon and the eight gods. His body also 

bears a huge load. 

 

   Fortunately, it was worth it to be able to kill Mo Xueming's clone in the end. 

 

WINK's Surge to $1: Join the Wave! 

   You know, the power of this clone is not weak! 

 



   was able to kill such a powerful existence, Ye Chen was also delighted in his heart. It seems that 

the current self is indeed reborn and progressed by leaps and bounds. If he had encountered such a 

master in the past, it would be difficult for him to deal with it. 

 

   "You deserve to be the Lord of Reincarnation, I admire him." 

 

   The admiring voice of Emperor Sogo also came out. 

 

   He did not expect that Ye Chen could really kill Mo Xueming and solve the immediate crisis. 

 

   "Senior, my past life, and the Queen of the Upper Realm, what kind of grudges do you have?" 

 

   The battle ended, Ye Chen settled down, what he wanted to know most now was the secret of his 

previous life. 

 

   "Your previous life, and Xuan Jiyue, had a very grudge." 

 

   "In the last life, she can be said to be your...fiancee." 

 

   "She used to be just your vassal, but now, she has control of the upper realm, dominates all 

directions, prestige the world, youth is forever, immortal." 

 

   The voice of Emperor Sogo was desolate, and there was nothing to hide, telling the ancient secret 

history. 

 

   "Is she my fiancee?" 

 

   Hearing this, Ye Chen was horrified. He couldn't think of the entanglement between himself and 

Xuan Jiyue. 

 

   Since there is a marriage contract, why do you want to kill yourself? 



 

   for love? Or interest? 

 

   Ye Chen couldn't understand. 

 

   "In this life, if you can reincarnate, Xuan Jiyue will definitely not let you go." 

 

   Emperor Sogo has a solemn voice. 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes flickered and he was silent for a while. 

 

   Then, his eyes became firm, and he clenched his fists tightly. 

 

   "No matter what kind of love and hatred I had with her in my previous life, but in this life, she is my 

mortal enemy!" 

 

   "One day, I will go to the upper realm and make her pay!" 

 

While    spoke, footsteps could be heard in the distance. 

 

   The three ancestors of Ye Ziming, Ye Zigeng, and Ye Xueqing, Ye Lingtian and other Ye family 

disciples, and Xia Ruoxue all rushed over. 

 

"what happened?" 

 

   When they saw the messy ruins in front of them, everyone was shocked. 

 

   Ye Chen stood in the ruins, full of golden light blooming, eight heavenly dragons guarded like gods, 

and the whole person was glorious like an ancient **** of war, and there were bursts of emperor's 

prestige coming out, which made people dare not look up. 



 

   There is no doubt that there has just been a big battle here. 

 

   On the ground, lying a broken corpse, the tyrannical breath of the gods still remained in the world. 

 

   Everyone looked at the corpse on the ground, and their faces showed horror. 

 

   This corpse was obviously a master of the Heavenly God Realm, but it was actually killed by Ye 

Chen. 

 

   Ye Chen's strength, how powerful is it? 

 

   "Ye Chen, where is the ancestor?" 

 

   Ye Xueqing's eyes turned, and Ye Shaoqiu's sword flew to the waterfall just now, but now he is 

nowhere to be seen. 

 

   The corpse on the ground also made Ye Xueqing uneasy. 

 

   Ye Chen saw Ye Xueqing, his eyes narrowed slightly, there was no need to cover it anymore, and he 

said directly: 

 

   "Ye Xueqing, when are you going to pretend?" 

 

"what are you saying!" 

 

   Ye Xueqing panicked, stepped back and argued. 

 

   "How much benefit did you receive from Tiandao Palace?" 

 



   Ye Chen stood with his hands in his hands, his tone was indifferent, his eyes fixed on Ye Xueqing, 

his breath of imperial might was constantly released. 

 

   The next moment, Ye Lingtian, Ye Ziming, and Ye Zigeng glanced at each other, and suddenly shot! 

 

   Three monstrous meanings have blocked everything about Ye Xueqing! 

 

   As long as Ye Chen said, Ye Xueqing will die! 

 

   Ye Xueqing was startled slightly, looking at everything around her, she also knew that her 

connection with the Heavenly Path Palace had long been seen through by everyone! 

 

  At this moment, it is catching turtles in the urn! 

 

   is her trial! 

 

   The key to Ye Chen at this time, the aura on his body was too terrifying, and he actually contained 

the majesty of the ancient **** emperor. 

 

  Under the strong imperial prestige, Ye Xueqing was sweating all over, but she didn't dare to argue 

anymore. 

 

   "Ye Chen, I don't want to say more, I just hope you can give me a chance." 

 

   Ye Xueqing knelt down completely, begging. 

 

   "Ye Xueqing, you really are the ghost of Tiandao Palace!" 

 

   Upon seeing Ye Ziming and Ye Zigeng, their eyes were filled with endless anger. 

 



   They did so much for the Ye family! The people of the Ye family have been killed countless times! 

 

  Failed again and again! 

 

   How many people's blood shed! 

 

   And now, who would have thought that Ye Xueqing was the source of all these sins! 

 

   "Ye Chen, I'm also a ghost for a while..." 

 

   Ye Xueqing was shrouded by Ye Chen's imperial prestige and locked in the three most powerful 

murderous intents, she didn't dare to have any thoughts of defense, and her whole person trembled. 

 

   Ye Chen didn't say a word, walked in front of Ye Xueqing, took out the long sword she wore around 

her waist, and handed it to Ye Ziming next to her. 

 

   "If the other two Ye family ancestors are willing to give you a chance, I will agree." 

 

   Ye Ziming's eyes condensed, and he could no longer hide his killing intent, so he swung his sword 

directly! 

 

   The meaning of the gods shook the sky! 

 

   Endless killing intent wraps everything! 

 

   Ye Xueqing is destined to have no chance to live! 

 

   hiss! 

 

   The disciples of the Ye family around, seeing this scene, were immediately deeply shocked. 



 

They did not expect that such an accident would suddenly occur It turns out that Ye Xueqing is actually 

an inner ghost. If it is not eliminated as soon as possible, I am afraid that in a few days, she will contact 

Tiandao Palace and expose the burial place of Sogo. coordinate. 

 

   When the Heavenly Dao Palace arrives, the entire Ye Family will face the disaster of extinction. 

 

   Now Ye Chen uncovered the inner ghost, killed it with a single sword, and cleared the door, which 

can be said to have saved the future of the Ye family. 

 

   Everyone looked at him with awe. 

 

  Although the head of the Ye family is Ye Lingtian, everyone knows that the person behind it is Ye 

Chen. 

 

   After all, Ye Chen's strength is too strong, and he was inherited from Ye Shaoqiu before, and he is 

qualified to be the backbone of the Ye Family. 

 

   "Who else is the ghost, stand up for yourself." 

 

   Ye Chen carried his hands on his back and glanced indifferently across the audience. 

 

   All the disciples of the Ye family, when they met his gaze, they all felt like falling into an ice cellar. 

 

   Finally, another girl stood tremblingly and knelt on the ground with tears. 

 

   "You actually took refuge in Heavenly Dao Palace?" 

 

   Ye Zigeng suddenly yelled in anger when he saw this, and he wanted to draw his sword to kill her. 

 



   "That's it." 

 

   Ye Chen waved his hand and looked at Ye Xueqing's corpse: "The culprit has been eliminated. This 

person can spare her life and let her seal this place for the rest of her life to guard the tomb of Senior 

Ye." 

 

   "The mausoleum, what mausoleum?" 

 

   Ye Zigeng was stunned. 

 

   "Senior Ye Shaoqiu, fell in the tomb mansion.". 

 

   Ye Chen's voice was flat, but he was helplessly sad. 

 

   "The ancestor has fallen?" 

Chapter 2979: anger! 

   When everyone heard these words, they were all shocked. 

 

   The ruins of the cliff waterfall in front of him were obviously the broken Sogo Tomb Mansion. 

Everyone never expected that Ye Shaoqiu would fall into the Tomb Mansion. 

 

   Having lost Ye Shaoqiu, the future of the Ye Family is not sure what to do. 

 

   "How did the ancestors fall?" 

 

   Ye Ye Geng tremblingly asked. 

 

   "It's a long story, let's talk about it later." 

 



   Ye Chen sighed and shook his head, and said lightly: "In the future, Ling Tian and I will protect the 

future of the Ye Family. You can rest assured." 

 

   Although Ye Shaoqiu was lost, Ye Chen was not too worried with Ye Lingtian. 

 

   Now that the Great Emperor Sogo has been rescued, Mo Xueming's clone has been killed, and the 

inner ghost has been eradicated, the cause and effect here is over. 

 

   Next, Ye Chen can fully mind and face the remaining threats. 

 

   Everyone looked at each other, only feeling that the rain was coming, and everyone was under 

pressure. 

 

   The girl's eyes were red, and her body was trembling constantly. She would guard Ye Shaoqiu's 

grave for the rest of her life, and her future was exhausted. 

 

   This is the price of betrayal! 

 

   Ye Chen would not have any pity. 

 

  …… 

 

   An hour later, Sogo Burial Ground. 

 

   Ye Chen and Xia Ruoxue sat in a land of spiritual grass, looking up at the sky. 

 

   "Ruoxue, where do you plan to go next? Return to Shen Jizong or stay here?" 

 

   Ye Chen held a spiritual grass in his mouth, and his eyes were sad. 

 



   Old man, old mad, Lingtian Arrow God, this time completely dissipated. 

 

   They guarded themselves with the last blow. 

 

   There is not even a few words. 

 

   Starting from Luo Yuntian, the first great power, Ye Chen accepted parting from each other. 

 

   Although I have been used to it for a long time, I am still a bit sentimental in the face of the 

dissipation of many mighty powers. 

 

   There is still a great power left in the reincarnation cemetery, the immortal dragon emperor. 

 

   There will be more and more great abilities in the future. After leaving China, Ye Chen tried his best 

not to rely on the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

  Because Ye Chen knew that the reincarnation cemetery could only be used in times of crisis, and 

more on his own. 

 

   He is now a strong person who can shake the early days of the Heavenly God Realm, and he has 

grown. 

 

  Just, what exactly do you need to use to break through the chaos realm? 

 

   "Chaotic Star Tree." Suddenly, an indifferent voice sounded! 

 

   This voice is full of Long Wei! 

 

   Ye Chen knew that this was the voice of the Immortal Dragon Emperor! 

 



   "Senior... You said the Chaos Star Tree was my breakthrough opportunity?" 

 

The immortal dragon nodded: "I have been in the cemetery of reincarnation for some time and have 

been observing. Your foundation is far beyond all human beings. Your bloodline is also a bloodline I have 

never seen before. Extraordinary people want to break through the limits of chaos. A special foundation 

of chaos." 

 

   "The cornerstone of an average person may be like a drop of spiritual liquid, and your cornerstone 

needs a sea of spirituality." 

 

   "And the only thing that can provide Linghai is the Chaos Star Tree." 

 

   "You try to completely refine the Chaos Star Tree, maybe this is your chaos opportunity." 

 

   Ye Chen was slightly overjoyed. Just as he was about to say something, Xia Ruoxue's whisper 

suddenly came from his ear. 

 

   "Ye Chen, look at it!" 

 

   Ye Chen woke up instantly, raised his head, and found auspiciousness appeared in the sky, and a 

bird with colorful wings was flying towards this side. 

 

   Xia Ruoxue's beautiful eyes were slightly surprised, and she put out her hand, and the bird fell on 

the palm of her hand instantly. 

 

   The key is a rune tied to Asuka's feet. 

 

   Xia Ruoxue just wanted to touch the rune, a trace of forbidden force struck! 

 

   "Is this for Ye Chen?" 

 



   She had clearly sensed some kind of fluctuations belonging to Ye Chen just now. 

 

   "Ruoxue, this is..." 

 

   Ye Chen asked. 

 

   Xia Ruoxue shrugged and handed the flying bird to Ye Chen: "Ye Chen, come and see." 

 

   Ye Chen condensed his eyes, touched the rune of the flying bird, and instantly, a familiar voice 

sounded! 

 

   This voice belongs to the eternal holy king! 

 

   "Ye Chen, the seven great gods have changed, the calamity of the devil! Be careful!" 

 

   "The person I sent to help you spread the letter was almost killed!" 

 

   "There is probably a big conspiracy brewing in this." 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes were solemn. He thought that the eternal saint king had already passed on the 

collusion between Ten Thousand Fazong and the Heavenly Demon. Now it seems that the matter of the 

First Divine Kingdom and the Heavenly Demon is extremely serious! 

 

   He must rush to the First Kingdom of God as soon as possible! 

 

   "Ruoxue, I will leave first." 

 

   Ye Chen left these words and disappeared in Sogo Burial Ground! 

 

  …… 



 

   Wuming City. 

 

   At this time, a figure flashed past Wuming City, it was Ye Chen! 

 

   Ye Chen didn't mean to stay in Wuming City. 

 

   But suddenly, Ye Chen's expression moved, and his brows slightly frowned. In this Wuming City, he 

fell into shape. 

 

   On the square in Wuming City, there is a sea of people. 

 

   Countless warriors gathered together, seeming to be quite excited, and in the center of the square, 

is a temporary high platform, on which stands a handsome young man in a white robe. 

 

  His name is Chen Po, the son of Chen Kou, the lord of Wuming City. 

 

   Chen Po smiled and walked to the front of the stage. Behind him, several women spread out a 

banner and hung it high. 

 

   The eight characters on the banner read "walk the way for the sky and eradicate the evil spirits." 

 

   Seeing these eight characters, the warriors in the audience seemed to be more excited and 

excited! 

 

   Chen Po’s smile became more intense, and when everyone calmed down, he slowly said: 

“Presumably, everyone has come here. Have you heard about the true identity of the so-called eternal 

evildoer Ye Chen?” 

 

   When everyone heard the words, they all shouted: "Yes!" 

 



   Chen Po smiled and said, "Hehe, how can a waste from the Seventh Kingdom of God be a real 

eternal evildoer? Now, everything is reasonable." 

 

   "This shameless person  actually took refuge in the demon to improve his strength? Ha ha, this 

kind of villain, shouldn't he die!" 

 

   On the square, a mountain whistling and a tsunami echoed: "Damn it!" 

 

Chen Po suddenly pointed to the banner behind him and shouted: "Now, the opportunity is here! The 

six great kingdoms of God will never tolerate this demon spy, and he will wipe out all his gangsters and 

force this spy. Show up!" 

 

"And we, as a member of the First Kingdom of God, should naturally contribute to the eradication of the 

spies of this Demon Race! The first batch of demon warriors have already gone to the Seventh Kingdom 

of God, and Wuming City cannot lag behind. Now, it’s incumbent to recruit the second batch of demon 

warriors who will go to the seventh kingdom of God to walk the way for the sky!" 

 

   Everyone shouted: "It is incumbent to walk the way for the sky!" 

 

   However, no one noticed that there was a young man standing among the crowd. On the young 

man's seemingly indifferent face, his eyes were full of anger! 

 

  This person is naturally Ye Chen! 

 

   Now, Ye Chen is really angry! 

 

What does    mean? 

 

  Is he really a spy of the demons? 

 

   can usually ignore a lot of ridicule, barking as a dog, and ignore it. 

 



   However, if you ignore it, there is a bottom line. For Ye Chen, the stigma of the spy of the demons 

is far beyond his bottom line! 

 

   What's more, before Ye Chen went to the land of the leaves, he killed a high-level demons who 

was extremely powerful and might even threaten countless creatures in the Seven Kingdoms! ! 

 

   For this, I almost paid the price of my life. How long did I leave? In exchange, is the infamy of a 

demon spy? 

 

   This makes people, how can they not be angry! 

Chapter 2980: This is Ye Chen! You, who wants to kill me? 

   There was a smile on the corner of Chen Po's mouth. To be honest, he had no interest in doing 

things for the heavens. The reason why he so hard to solicit the so-called slayer is because of his profit! 

 

   That’s right, it’s profit. Every time a warrior is recruited, the Shenmeng will reward you with 

martial arts resources! 

 

   And the higher the martial artist's cultivation base, the stronger the strength, and naturally the 

richer the martial arts resources he can get! 

 

   This is Chen Po's real goal! 

 

   At the same time, he also knew that not only him, but even these warriors were the same! 

 

   These warriors really care about the demon guarding way? 

 

   Ha ha, the world of martial arts is cruel, how can there be so many righteous people? 

 

   Chen Po knew that these warriors just needed a reason, an excuse! 

 

   an excuse for them to burn, kill, and loot unscrupulously! 



 

   This so-called demon-killing trip is actually an aggression by the Six Great Kingdoms against the 

Seventh Kingdom, the plundering and sharing of resources for the Seventh Kingdom! 

 

   The warriors on the square have grinning smiles on their faces. With just one sentence, the power 

of the Seventh Kingdom of God will be named Ye Chen's party feathers, can they do whatever they 

want? 

 

  The women of the Seventh Kingdom of God, the martial arts resources of the Seventh Kingdom of 

God, can be said to be beckoning to them! 

 

  Who can stand such a temptation? 

 

  Furthermore, they can still do these things in a fair manner. They are doing things for the sky, right? 

 

  Actually, people in the major kingdoms are not fools. There are too many doubts about the fact 

that Ye Chen is the spy of the demons! 

 

   But why did no one say it, but acquiesced? 

 

   There are two reasons. 

 

   One, even though Ye Chen was born in the Seventh Kingdom of God, the overall strength was too 

weak, and it was almost impossible to survive the disaster. 

 

  Second, Ye Chen, there has been no clarification or explanation until now! Even so long, no news! 

 

  This second point is also the most important reason! 

 

   Ye Chen has been slandered as a spy of the Demon Race, why can't I see a figure now? 

 



   If you are anybody, you will appear impatiently, clarify everything, right? 

 

   Besides, with Ye Chen's pride, how could he bear it? 

 

   Then, there is only one reason! 

 

   That is, Ye Chen didn't want to explain it, but couldn't explain it at all? 

 

  How to explain the dead? 

 

In the case of Ye Chen's death, the warriors of the major kingdoms of God have nothing to fear for the 

seventh kingdom of God. Instead of letting the seventh kingdom of God be destroyed under the 

aggression of the outer gods, it is better to let it be The other great kingdoms of God make 

contributions. In this way, there is still a little value, right? 

 

   Just when a group of warriors were rushing to register for the stage, suddenly, on the high 

platform, a figure flashed, and a young man appeared in front of Chen Po! 

 

   Chen Po was taken aback for a while, looking at the young man in front of him, a strange light 

flashed in his eyes! 

 

  Zhan E Jiu Tien Tian's cultivation base? 

 

   This kind of **** warrior, even if he joins the demon-killing trip, he won't be able to exchange 

many martial arts resources, right? 

 

Moreover, although the number of warriors participating in the journey of slaying demons, the better, 

but the number of warriors who can enter the seventh kingdom each time is limited and too many to 

pass the transfer circle, so they can only be divided into batches. Go. 

 

   And the sooner the Demon Warrior who goes to the Seventh Kingdom of God, the more resources 

he can exchange. 



 

   Chen Po didn't want to waste the second batch of precious quotas on such a waste. Even if it is 

plundered, it is to share the benefits, and not everyone is entitled to a share of the pie. 

 

  , even if you want to go, you can only wait until the fourth and fifth batches, right? 

 

   Give him some leftovers from others, and it would be pity for him. 

 

   Then, Chen Po said lightly: "Go down in the line, who made you come directly?" 

 

   The warriors on the square saw Ye Chen's cultivation base clearly, and they also cursed: "A slashing 

cultivation base also wants to eliminate demons? Haha, get out of here!" 

 

   "Don't delay our time, you are not worthy, slay the demons with us!" 

 

   "Walking for the sky is also about strength, boy, you call yourself irresponsible!" 

 

   Under the moon ring vision, the strength of the seven warriors of the kingdom of God has been 

improved a lot. 

 

   Even strong men who awakened the ancient gods and blood are coming out every day. 

 

   This makes the practice of the seven kingdoms of God fast to the extreme! 

 

   At this time, Ye Chen stood on the stage, lowered his head slightly, no one could see his expression 

clearly. 

 

   Suddenly, Ye Chen spoke. 

 



   A faint male voice, but it seemed to contain some kind of power, instantly pressed over the square, 

the mountain cried out with a tsunami. 

 

   "Are you really planning to eliminate demons and defend the way?" 

 

   When everyone heard the words, their complexions changed slightly, including Chen Po on the 

stage. 

 

   Demon Guardian? 

 

   Are you stupid? 

 

   If they really had to face the demons, they might run faster than anyone else? 

 

   The so-called demon guarding way has always been a slogan, right? 

 

   This kind of thing, everyone is tacitly aware, this person actually said it? 

 

   These people, after all, are warriors, they still have to be a bit shameless, they can be mean, but 

you can't say! 

 

   Immediately, every warrior looked at Ye Chen raging in his eyes. 

 

   The most angry person is naturally Chen Po on stage! 

 

   In Chen Po's eyes, a cold glow flashed, and the aura all over his body began to get irritable. This kid 

wouldn't participate if he didn't participate, and would he dare to spoil himself? 

 

   When Ye Chen said so, it is inevitable that someone will be shaken in their hearts? 

 



   It's like everyone is doing bad things together. Maybe many people will follow it But if at this time, 

one person stands up to criticize and stop, some people will shrink back. 

 

He stared at Ye Chen and shouted angrily at Ye Chen: "Boy, what are you talking about here? Walking 

for the sky is a righteous act. How can you allow you to question this waste? Could it be that you are 

also a spy of the demon? Want to speak for Ye Chen?" 

 

   When everyone heard the words, their eyes flashed, and the eyes that looked at Ye Chen showed a 

trace of disdain. 

 

  Who can afford to wear this demon spy hat? Even Ye Chen, the eternal evildoer, can't afford to 

wear it! 

 

   This kid, no matter how mad and bold, he dare not go on, right? 

 

   After Ye Chen was silent for a moment, he said lightly: "I am not a spy from the demon race." 

 

   Chen Po sneered coldly, knowing you are afraid? 

 

   He smiled and said, "I'm not a spy from the Demon Race, so I should get out of here, otherwise, my 

son, I will let you know what is meant by ‘walking for the sky’!" 

 

When everyone heard this, they looked at Ye Chen with disdain, looking forward to seeing him rolling 

down from the high platform. Ye Chen’s questioning made their faces a little bit uncontrollable, and 

they were anxious to see Ye Chen. Chen is embarrassed! 

 

   so that Ye Chen knows that there are some things that he can't change! 

 

   Ye Chen did not move! 

 

   The next moment, a long sword appeared in his hand. He slowly raised his head, staring at Chen Po 

in front of him, and said loudly: "I'll say it again, I'm not a spy of the demons.". 



 

   A sharp gaze shot out from Ye Chen's eyes, like a cold wind, swept past the face of the martial 

artist on the scene. 

 

   He shouted: "I am Ye Chen! You, who wants to kill me?" 


